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Measurement of the 24Mg„p,t…22Mg reaction and implications
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Levels in 22Mg between 4 and 7 MeV excitation energy have been populated in a high-resolution study of
the 24Mg(p,t)22Mg reaction. Two new states have been observed at energiesEx55090 and 6323 keV, while
two states were observed at 5962 and 6046 keV. The precision in measured excitation energies for several
other 22Mg levels has been improved substantially. In addition, a new state at 8141 keV was observed in23Mg.
Using spin and parity restrictions from the present and previous work, we discussT51 analog state assign-
ments ofA522 nuclei below 7 MeV excitation energy. The implications for the rate of the stellar reaction
21Na(p,g)22Mg which takes part in hydrogen burning during nova outbursts are presented.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.63.035803 PACS number~s!: 21.10.Pc, 25.40.Hs, 26.30.1k, 27.30.1t
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I. INTRODUCTION

Classical nova outbursts are believed to be the resu
thermonuclear runaways on the surfaces of white dwarfs
creting hydrogen-rich matter in close binary systems. Ob
vations of the elements Ne, Na, Al, Mg, S, and Ar in certa
nova ejecta have led to the important discovery of a n
nova class, the so-called ONeMg novae. The observed h
element enrichments can be explained by assuming an
derlying ONeMg~C! white dwarf, i.e., a white dwarf result
ing from cores of massive stars that have experienced
carbon burning. In this scenario initially abundant O, Ne, a
Mg isotopes are mixed into the hydrogen burning envelo
and are converted by explosive hydrogen burning nucleos
thesis to heavier nuclei with massesA520– 40. For a recen
review, see Ref.@1#. Although current models explain gros
properties of observed nova outbursts, a number of fun
mental problems associated with the ONeMg white dw
mass, the masses of accreted and ejected matter, an
mixing mechanism between white dwarf matter and accre
material, remain to be solved.

It has been suggested@2# that ONeMg novae produce ob
servable amounts of the radioactive isotope22Na. In the
ejected nova shells, the radioisotope22Na b decays with a
half-life of 2.6 years to22Ne, leading to the emission o
1.275 MeVg rays. Hydrodynamical computations estima
that the average yield of22Na per ONeMg outburst amount
to 1029– 1027M( @2–4#, sufficiently high that nearby nova
should produceg-ray intensities that are detectable at Ear
At present, neither balloon-borne instruments nor detec
on-board satellites were able to detect22Na g rays from
0556-2813/2001/63~3!/035803~13!/$15.00 63 0358
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novae~see, for example, Ref.@5#!. However, several nearb
novae will be targets for the future International Gamma-R
Astrophysical Laboratory~INTEGRAL! mission with sig-
nificantly improved detection sensitivity compared to pre
ous measurements. It has to be emphasized that the dete
of 22Na g rays from novae would impose important co
straints on theoretical models of nova outbursts and their
in galactic nucleosynthesis.

A reliable prediction of22Na synthesis in nova outburst
requires knowledge of several key thermonuclear reac
rates. It has been shown recently@4# that one of the most
important reactions in this respect is the proton capt
on 21Na. Depending on the magnitude of the21Na1p
reaction rate as compared to theb-decay rate of
21Na, the radioisotope22Na is produced either by the
reaction sequence 21Na(p,g)22Mg(b1n)22Na or by
21Na(b1n)21Ne(p,g)22Na. In fact, a relatively small21Na
1p rate favors the latter path and thus delays the produc
of 22Na until the envelope is expanding and cooling dow
As a result, an increased number of22Na nuclei survives the
nova outburst@4#.

The target nucleus21Na is unstable (T1/2522.5 s) and a
direct measurement of its proton capture rate has not
been attempted. However, such an experiment using inv
kinematics and requiring the use of an accelerated radio
tive 21Na beam is in preparation at the ISAC facility
TRIUMF. Until direct cross section measurements of t
21Na1p reaction are performed, indirect experimental tec
niques, supported by theoretical considerations, have to
applied in order to estimate the reaction rates. Such estim
are presented in Joseet al. @4# and Wiescheret al. @6#. These
©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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FIG. 1. Level diagrams ofT
51 nuclei forA522. Left, 22Ne,
from Ref. @7#; center,22Mg, from
Ref. @7#; right, 22Mg levels ob-
served in the present work. Level
at 5.006 and 5.317 MeV states a
not expected to be populated by
(p,t) reaction as they probably
have unnatural parity. The mirro
assignments between22Ne and
22Mg noted with long-dashed
lines are from Ref.@18#. Those
noted with dotted lines are from
Ref. @7#, but are not present in the
more recent compilation@18#.
However these assignments ha
been used in all21Na(p,g)22Mg
rate calculations.
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authors took contributions of three resonances and the d
capture process into account. Resonance energies were
culated using22Mg excitation energies measured in tw
nucleon transfer reactions~see Ref.@7#!. Little experimental
information is available regarding proton andg-ray partial
widths of these resonances and, therefore, reaction rate
mates were based on systematic nuclear trends and c
spondences of22Mg states with analog levels in22Ne and
22Na.

It is important to note that analog state assignments
isospin triplet states inA522 nuclei are uncertain since fo
several known22Ne levels the corresponding mirror states
22Mg are missing, implying large uncertainties for the d
duced21Na1p capture reaction rates. Figure 1 displays le
els of 22Mg in the region of interest for the21Na(p,g)22Mg
reaction. In the present work, we have reinvestigated
24Mg(p,t)22Mg reaction with special emphasis on the dete
tion of missing22Mg levels. Studies with radioactive beam
and extended gas targets become more feasible when
required beam energy for a resonance reaction is known
higher precision than the energy loss in the target. Theref
the energies of levels important for the proton capture r
have been remeasured to reduce their uncertainty. We
also performed shell model calculations in order to clar
the nuclear structure properties of states that enter into
calculation of the reaction rates.

The experimental equipment used in the present meas
ments is described in Sec. II. In Sec. III we discuss the d
analysis. Our experimental22Mg excitation energies are pre
sented in Sec. IV. Spin and parity assignments of22Mg lev-
els are discussed in Sec. V. In Sec. VI we present corres
dences ofT51 analog states in theA522 system. The shell
model calculations are discussed in Sec. VII. New estima
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of reaction rates are presented in Sec. VIII and conclusi
are given in Sec. IX. Throughout this work, all quantities a
given in the laboratory system unless mentioned otherwi

II. EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES

The experiment was performed on the QDD spectrome
at Center for Nuclear Study at the University of Tokyo@8#
which allowed measurement of the triton spectrum with h
resolution. The focal plane detector described in Ref.@9# was
used in which position sensitive wires were added behind
DE regions~see Fig. 2!. The detector consists of a gas cham
ber and a plastic scintillator behind the chamber. In the

FIG. 2. Side-cross-sectional view of the focal plane detec
The entrance and exit windows of the gas counter are 3.5 cm
height and are covered with 12.5-mm Mylar foils.
3-2
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FIG. 3. Triton spectra from the three angle
Peaks marked with energies~in MeV! are the re-
sult of the 24Mg(p,t)22Mg reaction; peaks
marked C and O are known contaminant lin
from 12C(p,t)10C and 16O(p,t)14O. Several
smaller peaks were also produced b
16O(p,t)14O.
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chamber, charge is collected from four regions. In the fr
and at the back are position sensitive regions and the ch
is read off both ends of the wires in these regions. Betw
the two regions are twoDE regions from which charge is
also collected. Although the detector can be moved to ad
the focus for kinematic shifts, we kept the position of t
detector and the spectrometer magnetic fields cons
throughout the experiment.

The proton beam from the CNS-SF cyclotron was ma
tained at a nominal laboratory energy of 37.925 MeV, a
the beam tune was not adjusted during the run. Typical be
currents were 100 nA. The target was a>99.9% isotopically
enriched 24Mg metal foil of a nominal thickness of 29
mg cm22. Carbon and enriched26Mg foil targets were used
to check for contaminants. Tritons were measured at
angles of 8o, 16o, and 20.5o. The entrance aperture of th
spectrometer was 5 mSr. However, to prevent protons f
scattering from the target frame into the spectrometer,
used a second aperture to define the scattering angle in
scattering chamber. This limited our solid angle to 2 mS

To confirm that the beam was centered in the cham
before and after the 20.5o run, we measured scattering from
Mylar target. This angle was chosen so that protons scatt
elastically from 1H nuclei would have the same rigidity a
those scattered inelastically from the first excited state
12C. A comparison of the centroids of these two peaks sho
that the difference between the effective scattering angle
the spectrometer angle was less than 0.3o.

The 24Mg target thickness was verified during the run.
the data taken at each angle it was possible to resolve
peak from the16O(p,a)13Ng.s. reaction into two peaks, on
corresponding to the reaction taking place in the oxyg
layer on the front of the target, and one to the reaction tak
place in the layer on the back. For the 8o data set it was also
possible to do the same for the peaks due
12C(p,t)10C(3.35MeV). The measured energy loss in t
target was consistent with TRIM calculations of energy lo
in a target of the nominal thickness to within 20%.
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The stability of the experiment within each run wa
checked by monitoring the position of the strong peak fro
the 24Mg(p,d)23Mg reaction at 5.984 MeV in excitation
This position was stable to considerably better than 1 ch
nel, or 2 keV in 22Mg excitation energy.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

A. Position and energy calibration

In all of the runs we observed protons, deuterons, trito
anda particles in the detector. The energy lost in the fro
wire region gave the cleanest measure ofDE. Hence this
signal was used, along with the position in the front w
region, the energy lost in the scintillator, and the time b
tween the scintillator and the rf signal as our primary parti
identification. Two-dimensional gates allowed us to separ
each particle group cleanly. One-dimensional gates on
other signals~back wire position, drift time, otherDE sig-
nals! were used to further clean up the spectra. The fi
triton spectra are shown in Fig. 3. Our measured energy r
lution is about 25 keV in terms of22Mg excitation, which is
consistent with the expected energy loss in the target.

Position calibration of the focal plane was difficult fo
several reasons. The spectrometer bite extended from 4
6.9 MeV in 22Mg excitation energy. There are not enoug
22Mg states of well-known energy in this region to provid
an effective internal calibration. While the stability of th
calibration of the spectrometer and detector within each
was very good, we were not able to confirm the stability
the calibration between runs, so we decided to calibrate a
the runs independently.

The deuteron group from the24Mg(p,d)23Mg reaction
provided a large number of calibration lines~see Fig. 4!. We
observed over thirty isolated lines between 5.2 and 8.5 M
in excitation from this reaction at each angle, spread acr
the focal plane. Almost all of these states have excitat
energies that are known to better than 6 keV. Because of
3-3
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FIG. 4. Deuteron calibration of23Mg states
for the 20.5o data set; fit~above!, and residuals
~below!. Br is calculated from kinematics an
from energy losses in the target. The error bars
the residual plot reflect the uncertainty in th
peak centroid and in the excitation energy of t
various states, i.e., they represent the horizon
and vertical error bars added in quadrature.
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different masses of the outgoing particles this correspond
an uncertainty of less than 4 keV in the22Mg excitation
energy scale.

However, although the centroids of the deuteron lin
were determined very accurately, they are not ideal calib
tion lines. The size of the position signals for deuterons a
tritons is quite different because of their different ener
losses in the front wire region. We could not see any dep
dence of the position on the signal size, but even an un
servable effect could have a significant effect on the22Mg
energies deduced from any deuteron calibration. To av
this problem, we have used a somewhat unconventional
cedure to adapt the deuteron calibration to the triton spec

At each angle the position along the focal plan was c
brated with known deuteron peaks from the24Mg(p,d)
23Mg reaction. The corresponding rigidities were fit with
quadratic expression using TRIM calculations to determ
energy loss in the target. The quadratic term derived from
detailed fit of the deuterons was used in determining
energies of tritons. Two states in22Mg at 5.713960.0012
and 5.037060.0014 MeV@7# were used as calibration lines

Excitation energies at the three angles are listed in Ta
I. The uncertainties are discussed below. The agreemen
tween the energies determined at the different angles is
cellent. This demonstrates that all of the observed peaks
due to states in22Mg. If they were due to contaminants w
would deduce different excitation energies at each angle.
only correlations between the different data sets come f
the use of the same excitation energies for the two tri
calibration lines~and to a much lesser extent the use of
same deuteron calibration lines!.

B. Statistical errors

To determine the best energy for each observed stat
22Mg from our data set we needed to address possible
relations between the uncertainties shown in Table I. In
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following analysis the uncertainties on the fitted peak ch
nels (chi , cha , chb! are considered to be ‘‘statistical’’ error
which is to say that they are uncorrelated, and other er
are considered to be systematic. For the data at each a
we determined the covariance matrix from the statistical
certainties. The matrix elements are given by

Mii
u 5S ]Ex

iu

]chi
D 2

s i
21S ]Ex

iu

]cha
D 2

sa
21S ]Ex

iu

]chb
D 2

sb
2 ~1!

for the diagonal terms, and by

Mi j
u 5

]Ex
iu

]cha

]Ex
j u

]cha
sa

21
]Ex

iu

]chb

]Ex
j u

]chb
sb

2 ~2!

for the off-diagonal terms.u labels the data sets from eac
angle,s i is the uncertainty in chi , sa is the uncertainty in
cha , andsb is the uncertainty in chb wherea andb are the
two triton lines used for calibration.

TABLE I. 22Mg excitation energies~keV! found from separate
calibrations at each angle. The uncertainties include both statis
and systematic effects.

8o 16o 20.5o

4399.0~5.3! 4400.5~5.2!
5089.5~1.9! 5090.9~1.8! 5089.1~1.6!
5296.5~1.3! 5296.5~1.3! 5295.0~1.2!
5454.8~1.3! 5454.3~1.4! 5454.5~1.3!
5961.1~2.4! 5964.4~2.8!
6044.6~2.9! 6048.6~3.2! 6046.3~3.0!
6244.3~4.9! 6251.0~5.3! 6246.2~5.0!
6321.6~5.8! 6325.7~6.2! 6322.7~5.9!
6613.5~10.2! 6621.9~10.9! 6604.7~10.3!

6787~14!
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TABLE II. Covariance matrix for the energies of the seven fitted states; units are keV2. The values have
been scaled up to account forx2/n ~1.905!. Systematic uncertainties are not included, and in general are
dominant uncertainties.The values of the diagonal elements of the correlation matrix imply that the e
at the different angles are generally consistent at the level of 1 keV or better.

5.09 5.30 5.45 5.96 6.05 6.25 6.32

5.09 0.796 0.0290 0.0217 20.00610 20.0108 20.0227 20.0272
5.30 0.0290 0.124 0.0411 0.0469 0.0491 0.0511 0.052
5.45 0.0217 0.0411 0.314 0.0939 0.100 0.115 0.122
5.96 20.00610 0.0469 0.0939 0.842 0.276 0.339 0.364
6.05 20.0108 0.0491 0.100 0.276 0.351 0.377 0.406
6.25 20.0227 0.0511 0.115 0.339 0.377 1.11 0.503
6.32 20.0272 0.0522 0.122 0.364 0.406 0.503 0.979
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We then simultaneously fit the data with one excitati
energy for each state. We do this by minimizing

x25(
u

(
i , j

~Ex
iu2Ex

i f !~Mi j
u !21~Ex

j u2Ex
j f !, ~3!

whereEx
i f is the fitted energy of statei.

The two 22Mg states near the ends of the detector~the
4.40 and 6.59 MeV states! were excluded from the fit, be
cause of possible nonlinear distortion effects at the dete
windows. With the remaining seven lines we getx2/n
51.905 for 13 degrees of freedom. The statistical uncert
ties from this fit were scaled up to account for the highx2.
The covariance matrix for these seven states is show
Table II.

C. Systematic errors

To test the effect of systematic uncertainties we have
peated the fitting procedure while varying individual para
eters. Changing the value of the beam energy by 75 keV
our fit left all of the energies within 0.2 keV of their origina
values. As a result the uncertainty in the beam energy
neglected. Similarly, changing the value of all of the scatt
ing angles by 0.5o also left all of the energies within 0.2 keV
of their original values, and the uncertainty in the angle h
been neglected. We also performed a calculation with
target thickness set to zero, which left all the excitation
ergies within 0.1 keV of their initial values. Finally theQ
values of the24Mg(p,t)22Mg and 24Mg(p,d)23Mg energies
were varied by one standard deviation. The change in e
tation energy was smaller than 0.01 keV, so this uncerta
was also neglected.

Other systematic uncertainties that have been consid
are the error resulting from the extrapolation from deuter
to tritons, the uncertainty introduced by using only the en
gies of the 5.037 and 5.714 MeV states, the uncertainty
troduced by the assumption of a quadratic calibration of
focal plane detector, and the effect of finite angular distrib
tion of the scattered tritons on the focal plane calibrati
Our uncertainties are listed in Table III. For completeness
also estimate the dependence of the excitation energy of
state on the excitation energies of the calibration states
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this is shown in Table IV. This dependence is an outcome
our analysis and not a part of it.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EXCITATION ENERGIES

Our measured22Mg excitation energies are listed in co
umn 1 of Table V. Previous experimental results belowEx
57 MeV are shown in columns 2–7. Compiled excitatio
energies@7# based on these previously obtained values
displayed in the last column. Corresponding states have b
arranged in Table V in the same rows according to ene
compatibility arguments. For most levels our results ag
with previously reported excitation energies. Note that
present energy uncertainties are far smaller compared to
results of previous two-nucleon transfer studies, and that
errors are comparable in magnitude to theg-ray spectros-
copy work of Ref.@12#. Two new levels@7# were observed a
Ex55090 and 6323 keV while two levels were seen for t
first time near 6 MeV (Ex55962 and 6046 keV, see discu
sion below!. The state at 5090 keV might correspond to t
weakly populated level atEx55130635keV reported in the
(3He,n) work of Ref.@10#. The levels at 5317 and 5837 ke
have not been observed in the present work and hence t

TABLE III. Uncertainties in the energies~keV! of the seven
fitted states.sstat is the uncertainty due to the uncertainty in pe
centroids~from Table II!. sA2

corr is the uncertainty due to the use o
the quadratic terms in the fit from the deuterons, assuming th
terms are fully correlated.sEx

is the uncertainty due to the error i
the energies of the calibration lines.scub is the uncertainty intro-
duced when a cubic term is added to the fit,sds/dV is the uncer-
tainty from the angular distributions, ands tot is the total error for
each state determined by adding all in quadrature. The uncerta
in scattering angle, beam energy, and target thickness can be
glected.

Ex sstat sA2

corr sEx
scub sds/dV s tot

5089.7 0.90 0.19 1.39 0.15 0.21 1.7
5295.7 0.36 0.63 1.33 0.45 0.27 1.6
5454.3 0.57 0.64 1.28 0.43 0.32 1.6
5961.9 0.92 1.42 1.76 0.17 0.11 2.5
6045.8 0.59 2.09 1.99 0.12 0.24 3.0
6246.4 1.05 4.13 2.57 1.09 0.25 5.1
6322.6 0.99 5.07 2.80 1.07 0.29 6.0
3-5
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might be states of unnatural parity. The weighted-aver
excitation energies including previous and present work
shown in column 8 of Table V.

A few previously measured22Mg level energies are
shown in parentheses in Table V and have not been use
the weighted averages in column 8. In these cases, si
levels with large excitation energy errors have been repo
previously that are shown in the present work to be doubl
It should be emphasized that we disregard in Table V
level at 5006 keV that has only been observed by Ref.@12#.
We find no compelling evidence for the existence of t
state, since it was proposed@12# based upon indirect evi
dence of Ref.@13#, it was only present as a weak peak in o
ng-coincidence spectrum and was not observed in any of
gg-coincidence spectra~see Fig. 2 and Table I of Ref.@12#!.

The two triton peaks displayed in Fig. 3, corresponding

TABLE IV. Dependence of the seven fitted states on the ex
tation energies of the calibration lines.

Ex6s tot ~keV! ]Ex /]Ex
5.71 ]Ex /]Ex

5.04

5089.761.7 0.075 0.929
5295.761.6 0.367 0.621
5454.361.6 0.600 0.396
5961.962.5 1.396 20.396
6045.863.0 1.533 20.536
6246.465.1 1.883 20.879
6322.666.0 2.013 21.011
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the levels at 6249 and 6609 keV~Table V!, respectively,
exhibit larger widths compared to other peaks. The form
peak corresponds probably to a doublet, whereas the la
peak is either caused by a level with a broad natural width
by a multiplet of states~see discussion in Sec. V!.

In addition to the new states that we have seen in22Mg,
we have also observed a new state in23Mg. In both the 8o

and 16o spectra we observed three states between 8.1 and
MeV. Our deuteron calibration gives energies of 8.14
8.168, and 8.195 MeV for the 8o data, and 8.141, 8.170, an
8.197 MeV for the 16o data. From Ref.@18# the known states
are at 8.1666.002 and 8.19360.008 MeV. We therefore de
duce there is a state in23Mg at an excitation energy o
8.14160.005 MeV ~error similar to that observed for th
other two states!.

V. SPIN AND PARITY ASSIGNMENTS OF 22Mg STATES

In this section we discuss spin and parity assignments~or
restrictions! for levels in 22Mg belowEx57 MeV. As a first
step we reevaluated available experimental information fr
the literature. The results are listed in columns 2–5 of Ta
VI. One has to be especially careful with certain assignme
that have been reported in previous two-nucleon tran
work. The reason is that for some levels values of the tra
ferred orbital angular momentum have been assigned tha
already based in part on analog level and shell-model ass
ments. The results are then~wrongly! interpreted by compil-
ers as experimental information and are used subseque

i-
TABLE V. Experimental excitation energies~keV! in 22Mg.

(p,t) (3He,n) (p,t) (3He,ng) (3He,ng) (3He,n) (16O, 6He) adoptedg adopted
present Ref.@10# Ref. @11# Ref. @12# Ref. @14# Ref. @15# Ref. @17# present previousa

4399.864.2 4378635 4417627 4401.961.5 439962 4408612 4400.961.2 4400.961.4
500662 c 500662

5037.0b 5032630 5057631 5037.061.4 5030630 5029612 5037.061.4 5037.061.4
5089.761.7 5130635 5089.761.7
5295.761.6 5286630 5313632 529062 529663 5330650 527269 5293.561.1 529263

531765 531765 531765
5454.361.6 5433625 546465 5455.261.5 546465

5713.9b 5699620 5738635 5714.461.5 571362 5680630 5711613 5713.961.2 5713.961.2
583765 583765 583765

5961.962.5 5945620 f 5980630 f 5961.962.5
6045.863.0 6061637 6041611 6045.662.9 5965625
6246.465.1 6263620 d (6281633) d (6298650) d (6220650) d 6255610 6248.264.5e 6267615
6322.666.0 (6281633) d (6298650) d (6220650) d 6322.666.0

661367 6573620 6645644 6606611 6608.565.6 6585635
6787614 6770620 6836644 6760690 6767620 6780.469.6 6783619

aReference@7#.
bUsed for calibration in the present work.
cDisregarded in present work; evidence for existence of this level in Ref.@12# is not convincing since it is based on a single observedg-ray
peak inng-coincidence spectrum.
dDoublet atEx56249 and 6323 keV not resolved; quoted values have not been used for weighted average in column 8.
eProbably a doublet~see text!.
fAssignment ambiguous~see text!; quoted values have not been used for weighted average in column 8.
gWeighted average of columns 1–7.
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TABLE VI. Spin and parity assignments of22Mg states.

(3He,ng) (3He,ng) (3He,n) (p,t) (p,t) adopted
Ex

a Ref. @12# Ref. @14# Refs.@10,15# Ref. @11# presentl assignment

0 01 01 01

1246 21 b i i 21

3308 ~2,4! c p51 h i 41 41

4402 21 d p51 h i p5N 21

5006e

5037 (1,21) f 21 i p5N 21

5090
5294 (21 – 41) f (21,3! h h p5N (21, 32)
5317 (1,21) f (1,21)
5455 (21 – 41) f p5N (21, 32, 41)
5714 (1,21) f 21 i p5N 21

5837 (21 – 41) f (21 – 41)
5962 (01) j p5N p5N
6046 (01) p5N 01

6248 g (41) p5N k k

6323 g p5N p5N
6609 p5N p5N
6781 p5N p5N

aFrom column 8 of Table V.
bFrom measuredg-ray angular correlation andtm .
cFrom measuredg-decay,g-ray angular correlation, andtm .
dFrom measuredg-decay andg-ray angular correlation.
eDisregarded; see Sec. IV.
fFrom g decay and application of ‘‘Dipole orE2 rule’’ ~see text!.
gOne of these states corresponds to 6298 keV level observed in Ref.@12#.
hFrom measuredg-ray transition strength andtm .
iDWBA description of data not convincing.
jSee text for assignment; assumes same state populated in (3He,n) studies.
kProbably a doublet~see text!.
lN denotes level of natural parity.
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for spin and parity restrictions. Such ‘‘cyclic reasoning’’ h
been carefully avoided in the present work.

Only in one particular case listed in Table VI have w
made reference to the shell-model and analog structur
has been shown in the present work that two levels exis
22Mg at 5962 and 6046 keV. Only the latter state has b
populated in the previous (p,t) study by@11# and the mea-
sured excitation energy ofEx56061637 keV agrees with
our result. On the other hand, the (3He,n) studies of Refs.
@10,15# report levels at Ex55945620 keV and 5980
630 keV, respectively, and an assignment of these le
based on energy arguments alone is not definitive~Table V!.
The measured angular distributions in both (3He,n) studies
support the assignmentJp501 for their observed level. The
measured angular distribution in the (p,t) experiment@11#
also impliesJp501. Neither shell-model calculations no
the structure of the22Ne analog nucleus predicts the exi
tence of two 01 levels in this region of excitation energy, bu
this is also not definitive. Chen@17# observes a state a
6041611 keV, and no state at 5960 keV, in studies o
12C(16O, 6He)22Mg reaction. This reaction should onl
03580
It
in
n

ls

populate natural parity states also. The only conclusion c
sistent with all data~particularly the stated experimental e
rors! is that two different states are observed in the pres
(p,t) studies and the state at 6046 keV is not the same s
observed in the (3He,n) studies.@If the state at 5962 is the
same state populated in the (3He,n) studies, then it is 01.#

For the levels at 5037, 5294, 5317, 5455, 5714, and 5
keV populated ing-ray spectroscopy work we also obta
spin-parity assignments that are different from previously
ported results. In these cases we used measuredg-ray
branching ratios@12# and applied the ‘‘dipole orE2-rule’’
@7#. Note that this rule is valid only for high-lying levels~i.e.,
any level above, say, the 20th!. Strictly speaking, this argu
ment does not apply to the present cases. However, it ha
be kept in mind that theg-ray branches reported by Ref.@12#
are rather strong and, consequently, the decay of these le
will most likely proceed viaE1, M1, or E2 transitions.

Although no angular distributions have been measu
here, the present results also provide spin-parity restricti
for 22Mg states. We have assumed natural parity for all le
els that are strongly populated in the present two-nucl
transfer measurement~column 6 of Table VI!.
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TABLE VII. Isospin triplet states (T51) in A522 nuclei.~Experimental information for22Ne and22Na
from Refs.@7,18#.!

22Ne 22Na 22Mg shell–modeld

Ex ~keV! Jp Ex*
a ~keV! Jp Ex

c ~keV! Jp b Ex ~keV! Jn
p

0 01 0 01 0 01 0 01
1

1275 21 1295 21 1246 21 1368 21
1

3358 41 3414 41 3308 41 3378 41
1

4456 21 4517 21 4402 21 4455 22
1

5146 22 5302 22 5090 5053 21
2

5329 11 5338 (0231) 5317 (1,21) 5437 11
1

5363 21 5433 (1,2)1 5037 21 5032 23
1

5524 41 5532 (024)1 5455 (21, 32, 41) 5480 42
1

5641 31 5585 5837 (21 – 41) 5635 31
1

5910 32 5672 (023)2 5294 (21, 32) 5636 31
2

6120 21 5894 (1,2)1 5714 21 6179 24
1

6235 01 6177 (0,1)1 6046 01 6344 02
1

6311 61 6397 61
1

6345 41 6341 (31251) 6431 43
1

6636 (2,3)1 6582 (21241) 6520 32
1

6691 12 6880 11
2

6819 21 6814 21 6574 25
1

6854 11 6751 11 6663 12
1

aWith Ex* 5Ex– 657 keV.
bFrom Table VI.
cFrom Table V.
dSee Sec. VII.
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The adopted quantum numbers~or restrictions! are listed
in column 7 of Table VI. The quoted results are based
experimental information. Note that theb-delayed proton
decay work of Ref.@16# is not very useful for purposes o
spin-parity assignments since protons have not been m
sured in coincidence with decayg rays~in 21Na). Therefore,
it is difficult to decide if the observed proton decays popul
the 21Na ground state or excited states.

The broad level at 6249 keV observed in the present w
~Sec. IV and Fig. 3! has a measured width of 2666 keV and
is most likely a doublet. Suppose for a moment that we h
observed a triton group populating a single22Mg level cor-
responding to a resonance energy ofER

c.m.'745 keV and a
width of G'Gp52666 keV. The single-particle width~as-
sumingC2S51) for such a resonance amounts toGsp516,
4, and 0.2 keV for orbital angular momenta ofl 50,1, and 2,
respectively. Only the assumption of as-wave resonance
implying Jp511 or 21, can be consistent with the exper
mentally observed width. However, the shell-model spec
scopic factors for 11 or 21 states are much smaller tha
unity ~Sec. VII!. Thus we conclude that we probably ha
observed an unresolved doublet in22Mg at Ex'6.25 MeV.

VI. ANALOG STATE ASSIGNMENTS

In this section we discuss the correspondence ofT51
analog states in the massA522 system. Our analog assign
ments are presented in Table VII and are based on exp
03580
n

a-

e

k

e

-

ri-

mental information (Ex andJp) of 22Mg levels presented in
the previous sections and in Tables V and VI. An interp
tation of the22Mg level structure in terms of the shell mod
is presented in the next section. As mentioned in the previ
section, we disregard the 5006 keV state reported by R
@12#.

The 22Mg levels atEx50, 1246, 3308, 4402, 5037, 5714
and 6046 keV~Tables V and VI! have unambiguousJp val-
ues and thus their analog state correspondence is straigh
ward.

The level at 5317 keV (1,21) most likely has a spin and
parity of 11. There is no other available 21 state in this
region of excitation energy and the22Ne level structure in-
dicates that the first 12 level is expected to occur above 6
MeV.

The newly found level at 5090 keV is only weakly pop
lated in the present work, implying possibly an unnatu
parity assignment. Together with energy compatibility arg
ments the assignment 22 seems most likely.

For the state at 5294 keV (21, 32) there is no 21 level
available in this excitation energy range and, therefore, c
responds probably to the first 32 isospin triplet. According
to the spin and parity assignments of Table VI, the 5837 k
(21 – 41) level most likely corresponds to the first 31 isos-
pin triplet since all other listed states are of natural par
This state is not observed in the present (p,t) study, support-
ing the assumption of unnatural parity.

For the 5455 keV (21, 32, 41) state neither 21 nor 32
3-8
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MEASUREMENT OF THE24Mg(p,t)22Mg REACTION . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 63 035803
levels are available in this region of excitation energy a
consequently, the most likely assignment is 41.

The remaining levels at 5962, 6249, 6323, 6609, and 6
keV, listed in Tables V and VI, are difficult to assign. Firs
the Ex56249 keV state might be a doublet as discussed
the previous section. Second, for these levels the avail
Jp restrictions are rather poor~Table VI! and thus assign
ments based purely on excitation energy arguments are
certain.

VII. SHELL-MODEL CALCULATIONS FOR AÄ22

Shell-model calculations for the mass-22 system w
performed with the codeOXBASH in a complete (011)\v
space using the~isospin-conserving! WBT interaction of
Warburton and Brown@20#. This procedure allows for a con
sistent calculation of both positive parity (0\v) and nega-
tive parity (1\v) states with the same interaction and with
the same configuration space. All states below 10 MeV w
J<8 were included in the calculation.

The calculated levels of22Mg below 7.0 MeV are listed
in column 7 of Table VII and are displayed in Fig. 5, t
gether with experimental22Mg and 22Ne levels. The calcu-
lated 22Mg spectrum agrees with that obtained from expe
ment. The 21

2 ~5053 keV! and the 23
1 ~5032 keV! shell-

model states are inverted in the calculation compared to
corresponding experimental levels in22Ne. In these two
cases, the agreement between experimentally assigned
calculated22Mg level energies is excellent~columns 5 and 7
of Table VII!. The 31

1 and 31
2 shell-model states both lie a

'5.63 MeV due to an incidental degeneracy in the calcu
tion. The 61

1 and 43
1 states are predicted to be at 6397 a

6431 keV, respectively, in approximate agreement with
corresponding experimental level energies in22Ne.

Shell-model spectroscopic factors are compared in Ta
VIII with the corresponding experimental values obtained
the 21Ne(d,p)22Ne neutron-transfer study of Ref.@19#. It can

FIG. 5. Calculated and experimental energy levels for22Mg and
22Ne. The experimental levels are taken from Ref.@21# and the
present study.
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be seen that the agreement is excellent for levels with
ported experimentalC2S values. Furthermore, our shel
model calculation predicts very small spectroscopic fact
for all states with no reported experimentalC2S values. The
only exception is the shell-model state at 6431 keV (43

1 ,
C2SSM50.12). Note however, that no acceptable angu
distribution fit could be found in Ref.@19# for the corre-
sponding 22Ne level at 6345 keV~Table VII!, presumably
because of the close proximity of the 6311 keV level and
relatively poor experimental energy resolution of about
keV.

For the calculation of mean lifetimes andg-ray branching
ratios, as we are using a (011)\v model, an estimate of the
degree of core polarization is required. We have calcula
the effective charge needed from theB(E2) value of the first
21 state in 22Mg, located at 1246 keV@7#. Its measured
lifetime is reported as 2.1 ps@21#, implying aB(E2) value of
129.3e2 fm4. The latter value is reproduced within ou
model for a polarization charge of 1.1e. This result is sub-
sequently used in all calculations of lifetimes andg-ray
branching ratios of22Mg states below 6.5 MeV.

Experimental and shell-model lifetimes of22Mg levels
are compared in columns 5 and 6 of Table VIII. Unfort
nately, values oftm have been measured in a few cases o
and experimental upper limits are reported for most22Mg
levels. For the low-lying levels, the calculated lifetime
agree with the data. However, discrepancies exist for
shell-model states at 5636 keV (31

2) and 6179 keV (24
1),

TABLE VIII. Comparison of measured spectroscopic facto
and mean lifetimes with shell-model results for states in22Mg ~for
correspondence of experimental22Mg and 22Ne levels with shell-
model states, see Table VII!.

Ex
SM a

~keV! Jn
p a

C2S( l ,l 12) b tm

theory experimentc theory experimentd

0 01
1 0.13 <0.20

1368 21
1 0.009,0.98 0.65 2.5 ps 3.061.2 pse

3378 41
1 0.03 0.05 0.31 ps 0.2960.07 ps

4455 22
1 0.06,0.19 0.054,0.14 3.9 fs ,30 fs

5032 23
1 0.24,0.07 0.31, 9.0 fs ,100 ps

5053 21
2 0.004,0.014 1.0 ps

5437 11
1 0.05,0.59 0.05,0.46 2.8 fs ,25 ns

5480 42
1 0.32 0.25 18.1 fs ,100 ps

5635 31
1 0.16 0.07 5.8 fs ,25 ns

5636 31
2 0.001,0.004 0.54 ps 63620 fs

6179 24
1 0.01,0.001 2.9 fs 40615 fs

6344 02
1 0.05 9.8 fs

6397 61
1 20.0 fs

6431 43
1 0.12 2.6 fs

6520 32
1 0.12 0.10 2.3 fs

aFrom columns 7 and 8 of Table VII.
bSingle-nucleon transfer spectroscopic factors;l and l 12 denote
different possible orbital angular momenta.
cFrom 21Ne(d,p)22Ne study of Ref.@19#.
dMeasured lifetimes of22Mg levels adopted from Ref.@7#.
eThe valuetm530612 ps quoted in Ref.@7# is likely a misprint.
3-9
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corresponding to22Mg levels at 5294 and 5714 keV, respe
tively ~Table VII!. For the 31

2 level, the calculated lifetime
amounts to 0.54 ps, about an order of magnitude longer
the measured value of 63620 fs @7#. The calculatedg-ray
decay of this level proceeds predominantly via aE1 transi-
tion to the 22

1 state~see Table IX! and the discrepancy ma
be due to limitations in the model space in exhausting theE1
sum rule. For the 24

1 level, the calculated lifetime amounts t
2.9 fs which is shorter than the measured value of 40615 fs.
However, the latter result was extracted from an experim
tal F(t) value close to unity with a rather large uncertain
@F(t)50.8760.04 @14##. According to Table I of Ref.@14#,
the measured value ofF(t)50.9060.03 for the 22

1 level
resulted already in an upper limit oftm,30 fs. Therefore,
part of the discrepancy might be explained by experime
difficulties in extracting relatively short lifetimes.

Calculated and measuredg-ray branching ratios are com
pared in Table IX. The latter values have been adopted f
Ref. @12#. The agreement is excellent for the shell-mod
states at 1368 (21

1), 3378 (41
1), 4455 (22

1), and 5032 (23
1)

keV. Measured and calculatedBg values also agree well fo
the shell-model states at 5635 (31

1) and 6179 (24
1) keV and,

therefore, support our assignments to the experimentally
served22Mg levels atEx55837 and 5714 keV, respectivel
~Table VII!.

VIII. ASTROPHYSICAL IMPLICATIONS

The stellar reaction ratesNA^sv& of 21Na(p,g)22Mg can
have contributions from resonances and the direct cap

TABLE IX. Experimental and calculatedg-ray branching ratios
~in %! for 22Mg states.~For correspondences of experimental22Mg
levels with shell-model states, see Table VII. The experimentalBg

values are adopted from Ref.@12# and are given in parentheses.!

Jf
p 01

1 21
1 41

1 22
1 23

1

Ji
p Ex

SM ~keV! 0 1368 3378 4455 5032

21
1 1368 100

~100!
41

1 3378 100
~100!

22
1 4455 100

(864) (8764) (564)
23

1 5032 24 76
(1264) (8864)

21
2 5053 2 94 4

11
1 5437 68 31 1

(30615) (70615)
42

1 5480 3 97
(70610) (30610)

31
2 5636 3 3 85 9

(60610) (40610)
31

1 5635 81 19
(80615) (20615)

24
1 6179 4 85 11

(1363) (8763)
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into final 22Mg states. The reaction rate~in units of reactions
s21mole21cm3) for isolated narrow resonances is given as
function of temperatureT9 ~in units of GK! by the expres-
sion @22#

NA^sv&51.5431011~mT9!23/2(
i

vg iexpS 211.605
Ei

T9
D ,

~4!

where the reduced massm is in amu and the strengthsvg i
and center-of-mass energiesEi of the resonances are i
MeV. The stellar rates for the21Na(p,g)22Mg reaction have
been calculated using the analog assignments of22Mg states
presented in Sec. VI~see also Table VII!. For stellar tem-
peratures ofT<0.4 GK it is sufficient to consider resonance
located within about 0.5 MeV of the proton threshold
22Mg (Qpg55501 keV @23#!. Resonance energiesER

c.m.

5212, 336, 460, and 541 keV are calculated from the
perimental excitation energiesEx55714, 5837, 5962, and
6046 keV listed in Table V. Resonance strengthsvg are
determined by proton andg-ray partial widthsGp and Gg .
Proton partial widths were calculated using the proced
described in Ref.@24#. Single-particle spectroscopic facto
for the ER

c.m.5212, 336, and 541 keV resonances have b
adopted from shell-model calculations~Sec. VII and Table
VIII !. The analog assignment of theEx55962 keV state is
uncertain and an upper limit ofGp has been estimated as
suming ap-wave resonance andC2S<1. An s-wave reso-
nance would implyJp521 ~the assignmentp5N in Table
VI rules out the value 11), but all 21 states in this excitation
energy region have already been assigned to experime
22Mg levels ~Table VII!.

Gamma-ray partial widths for theER
c.m.5212, 336, and

541 keV resonances have been calculated by using the m
sured lifetimes of22Ne mirror states~Table VII and Ref.
@18#!, corrected for the difference ing-ray transition ener-
gies. For theER

c.m.5460 keV resonance we adopted the val
Gg'1eV as an order-of-magnitude estimate. A summary
estimated resonance properties for22Mg states near the pro
ton threshold is presented in Table X. Note that for t
ER

c.m.5212 keV resonance (Ex55714 keV in 22Mg, corre-
sponding to 24

1) the experimental mean lifetime~Table VIII!
amounts totm540615 fs @7#. The measured value implies
total width ofG51.620.4

11.031022eV, consistent with our esti-
mated total width ofG5Gp1Gg52.631022 eV ~Table X!.
The resulting stellar reaction rate contribution of narro
resonances is listed in column 2 of Table XI.

The ~nonresonant! direct capture~DC! contribution into
all 22Mg bound states was determined following the form
ism described in Ref.@25#. The radial wave functions for the
bound final states were calculated by using a Woods-Sa
potential (r 51.25 fm anda50.65 fm). The well depth is
chosen to reproduce the binding energy of each final st
For the calculation of the initial state radial wave functio
we have employed hard-sphere phase shifts. The total
cross section is given by an incoherent sum over orbital
gular momental i andl f for all incoming and outgoing partia
waves involved,
3-10
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TABLE X. Parameters of low-energy resonances in21Na(p,g)22Mg.

Ex
a ER

c.m. b Gp
e Gg

f vg g

~keV! ~keV! Jn
p c C2Sd l ~eV! ~eV! ~eV!

5713.961.2 212.4 24
1 0.01,0.001 0,2 4.631023 h 2.231022 h 2.431023

583765 335.5 (31
1) 0.16 2 4.731022 >6.631022 3.231022 i

5961.962.5 460.4 <1 j ~1! <1.63102 '1 j <3.731021 j

6045.662.9 541.4 02
1 0.05 2 8.831021 1.631023 2.031024

aFrom Table V.
bCalculated from column 1 usingQpg55501.561.5 keV @23#.
cAssignments adopted from Table VII.
dShell-model spectroscopic factors~Table VIII!.
eProton partial widths calculated fromC2S values in column 4 using Eq.~7! in Ref. @24#.
fGamma-ray partial widths, calculated from measured lifetimes of mirror states in22Ne ~see Table VII and
Ref. @18#!, and corrected for differences ing-ray transition energies.
gWith vg5(2JR11)GpGg/8G.
hIn agreement with the measured mean lifetime of this statetm540615 fs ~Table VIII!, corresponding to a
total width of G51.620.4

11.031022eV ~see Sec. VIII!.
iValue of resonance strength restricted by relationvGpGg /(Gp1Gg)<vg<vGp .
jAnalog assignment uncertain; upper limit forvg has been estimated with assumptionsJp512, l 51,
C2S<1, andGg'1eV ~see Sec. VIII!.
al
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r

s total
DC 5(

l i ,l f

C2S~ l f !s theo
DC ~ l i ,l f !. ~5!

The spectroscopic factors for the bound22Mg states were
adopted from shell-model calculations~Table VIII!. The to-
tal DC cross section was converted into the astrophysicS
factor

S~E!5s~E!E exp~2ph!, ~6!
03580
with h denoting the Sommerfeld parameter. For bombard
energies below 1 MeV theS factor can be expressed as

S~E!57.93102323.431023E11.831023E2 MeV3 b.
~7!

Our derived direct captureS factor is about 50% larger com
pared to the results of Ref.@6#. The stellar reaction rates fo
s
f the
TABLE XI. Stellar reaction rates for 21Na(p,g)22Mg. ~Reaction rates in units of reaction
s21mole21cm3; aboveT50.4 GK the reaction rates become uncertain due to the unknown contribution o
ER

c.m.5460 keV resonance.!

T ~GK! resonancesa DC b recommendedc Ref. @6# Ref. @4#

0.01 5.99310233 5.99310233 6.02310236 6.02310236

0.015 9.28310267 8.52310228 8.52310228 9.55310231 9.55310231

0.02 4.19310249 1.50310224 1.50310224 1.84310227 1.84310227

0.03 1.58310231 1.74310220 1.74310220 2.47310223 2.47310223

0.04 8.56310223 6.29310218 6.29310218 1.01310220 1.01310220

0.05 1.38310217 4.12310216 4.26310216 5.14310218 1.21310218

0.06 3.88310214 9.96310215 4.88310214 1.29310214 1.62310215

0.07 1.09310211 1.26310213 1.10310211 3.80310212 5.11310213

0.08 7.28310210 1.02310212 7.29310210 2.67310210 3.76310211

0.09 1.8731028 1.8731028 7.1931029 1.0531029

0.1 2.4731027 2.4731027 9.9531028 1.4631028

0.15 4.9831024 4.9831024 2.4731024 3.5631025

0.2 2.0031022 2.0031022 1.1531022 1.5931023

0.3 7.3331021 7.3331021 4.9331021 7.7531022

0.4 4.923100 4.923100 3.033100 6.7531021

aContribution of narrow resonances.
bContribution from direct capture.
cTotal recommended rate from present work.
3-11
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the DC process, calculated by using the expressions for n
resonant reaction mechanisms@22#, are listed in column 3 of
Table XI.

The total stellar rates for21Na1p, which we recommend
for use in stellar network calculations until results based
direct cross section measurements become available, are
sented in column 4 of in Table XI and are displayed in F
6 together with individual contributions. The direct captu
process dominates the rates at low temperatures beloT
50.06 GK. TheER

c.m.5212 keV resonance determines the
action rates in the temperature regionT50.06– 0.4 that is
most important for nova nucleosynthesis. AboveT
50.4 GK the rates become uncertain due to the unkno
contribution of theER

c.m.5460 keV resonance~Table X!. The
ER

c.m.5336 keV resonance increases the reaction ratesT
50.4 GK by only 25%. TheER

c.m.5541 keV resonance is
negligible at all stellar temperatures.

The present reaction rates are compared in Fig. 6 to
vious results of Refs.@6,4#, which are also listed in column
5 and 6 of Table XI. The previously derived values ha
been obtained by using systematic nuclear trends and di
ent analog assignments for some of the states considered
temperaturesT50.1– 0.4 GK important in nova outburs
the present reaction rates deviate from the results of R

FIG. 6. ~a! The total stellar rate21Na(p,g)22Mg reaction~bold!
and the contribution from narrow resonances~dash!. ~b! Ratios of
the reaction rates are shown as compared to previous stu
~dashed line@4#, solid line @6#!.
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@6,4# by factors of'2 and'10, respectively. In the forme
work, an order-of-magnitude estimateC2S'0.01 was used
for the calculation ofGp for all considered resonances. F
the astrophysically most importantER

c.m.5212 keV reso-
nance, their estimate1 incidentally agrees with the presen
spectroscopic factor obtained from shell-model calculatio
~Table VIII!. Consequently, the present and previous@6# re-
action rates are in reasonable agreement. The results o
present work do not support the conclusion of an uncer
analog assignment for the22Mg state at 5714 keV, as ha
been claimed in Ref.@4#. These authors note that the me
sured spectroscopic factor of the22Na state at 6551 keV
(Ex* 56551– 657 keV55894 keV; Table VII! is too large
(C2S'0.1 @27#! in order to agree with a presumably muc
smallerC2S value of the analog state at 5714 keV in22Mg.
They conclude that the analog assignments are uncertain
regard thevg value of Ref.@6# as an upper limit. Although
one would expect similar spectroscopic factors formirror
states in22Ne and 22Mg, one has to be very careful whe
comparing properties in isospin multiplets since isospin m
ing in theTz50 nucleus~here 22Na) can easily account fo
large variations of spectroscopic factors.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

A new study of the level energies in the nuclide,22Mg has
been completed using a24Mg(p,t)22Mg reaction. Several of
these levels are important for radiative proton capture re
tions on 21Na occurring in a classic nova stellar explosio
These energies are now known to better precision whic
important for planned future studies of the21Na(p,g)22Mg
reaction using a radioactive beam at the TRIUMF-ISAC
cility. Several new states were found and shell model cal
lations have been performed to help explain some of
properties and assignments of states. Improved rate estim
of this reaction were also performed.
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1Another paper by the authors of Ref.@26# reports for theER
c.m.

5212 keV resonance avg value similar to our result. However
their estimates of proton width and angular momentum transfer
clearly in disagreement with our shell-model results~Table VIII!.
The source of the disagreement is the method applied in Ref.@26#
of estimating reduced widths by using simple Thomas-Ehrm
shift calculations. The latter procedure yields very unreliable
sults, especially in the present case where the mirror states
small single-particle spectroscopic factors.
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